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Enter the psychedelic dreamscape of Piers Plowman to 
explore a world of inequality, political corruption and 
spiritual crisis uncannily like our own.

In summer 2017, Fair Field re-imagined medieval ‘poem 
of crisis’ Piers Plowman for the 21st century through

• a cycle of five new performance works presented over 
two weekends in London, Ledbury and the Malvern 
Hills

• a two-month free exhibition at National Poetry Library
• a podcast series with The Guardian
• articles and features in the national media
• creative responses by a poet-in-residence
• workshops for schoolchildren in London and Ledbury
• an online course for poets with Poetry School
• online content and educational resources

The project was conceived and produced by Tom Chivers, 
poet and director of Penned in the Margins; commissioned 
by Ledbury Poetry Festival and Shoreditch Town Hall; 
and funded by Arts Council England, Jerwood Charitable 
Foundation and King's College London's Culture Institute.
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Fair Field
in numbers

4 years in the planning

£70,000+ raised

64 people contributed to 
crowdfunding campaign

40 people directly employed

11 partner organisations

5 hour-long performances

3 original podcasts with The 
Guardian

2 new visual artworks

4 educational resource

25+ articles published online

15 new poems by poet in residence
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c.800 people attended ticketed live performances

c.150 people witnessed procession in Ledbury

c.3,000 people engaged with exhibition*

93 children engaged with medieval poetry

16 creative writers produced 50+ new poems

300 photographs published

40,000+ people visited thisfairfield.com

8,000+ people engaged on Twitter

1,500+ people engaged on Instagram

558 people played video trailer

* Based on estimated footfall at National Poetry Library

Fair Field in numbers (cont..)
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Live performances
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cast
The Dreamer, Will...    Robin Berry
Pie-seller/Reason/Envy/Piers...  Michael Oku
Lady Mede/Priest...    Catherine Cusack
False Faithless/Avarice/Satan...  Michael Wagg
Holy Church/Conscience/Pride/Banker... Lateisha Davine Lovelace-
        Hanson 

creative team
Co-directors...  Russell Bender & Tom Chivers

Writers...   Annette Brook, Tom Chivers, Steve Ely,  
    Nick Field, Francesca Millican-Slater,   
    Ross Sutherland

The Society of Strange &
Ancient Instruments... Vivien Ellis, Clare Salaman, Leah Stuttard

Breach Theatre...  Dorothy Allen-Pickard, Billy Barrett,   
    Ellice Stevens, Sophie Steer

Designers...   Gary Campbell (production), Jon   
    McLeod (sound), Maggie Campbell &   
    Sonia Odedra (costume)

Academic consultant... Dr Lawrence Warner
Production manager... Hannah Moore
Stage manager...  Ella Dixon
Production assistant... James Trevelyan
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Will's Vision

'Ac on a May mornyng on Malverne hulles
Me biful for to slepe, for werynesse of-walked.'

Audiences followed in the footsteps of medieval poet 
William Langland in Fair Field’s unmissable opening. 
Staged in the Malvern Hills at dusk and in the noisy inner-
city churchyard of St Leonard's, Shoreditch, this outdoor, 
site-specific performance tracked the dreamer, Will, as he 
walked into the Hills and began an extraordinary journey 
through an unreal landscape. Langland’s 'fair field full of 
folk' came to life as an anarchic vision of England, where 
the modern mingled with the medieval. Sell-out audiences 
immersed themselves in a riot of colour, sound, music and 
poetry as Will discovered a society in spiritual free-fall and 
embarked on a quest to find Truth.

Written by Tom Chivers with Steve Ely
Additional material by Ross Sutherland
Performed by the company with the Society of Strange & Ancient 
Instruments
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The Marriage of Lady Mede

'A womman as hit were wonderly yclothed…
On alle here fyve fyngeres ful richeliche yringed.'

Audiences were invited to the wedding of the year! With 
the country beset by economic crisis, the 'guests' joined 
socialite and millionaire heiress Lady Mede as she tied the 
knot with False in St Michael & All Angels, Ledbury and 
the basement of Shoreditch Town Hall. But behind the 
glamour lurked Conscience and a surprise revelation that 
threatened to spoil the party… In this modern adaptation  
in verse drama of one of the key scenes in Piers Plowman, 
up-and-coming playwright Annette Brook explored the 
use and abuse of money – from cash for questions to pay-
day loans – and asked: Can money ever be good?

Written by Annette Brook
Additional material by Ross Sutherland
Performed by the company with the Society of Strange & Ancient 
Instruments
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The Confession of the Seven Sins

' Thenne awakede Wrathe, with two whyte eyes
And with a nivilynge nose, nippynge his lippes.'

Got something to confess? Audiences followed the dreamer, 
Will, into the crumbling labyrinth of the Barrett Browning 
Institute in Ledbury and the basement of Shoreditch Town 
Hall to discover an anarchic, medieval self-help group. The 
seven sins were all there – from Gluttony, high on icing 
sugar, to Lechery, teller of the dirtiest tales. This was an 
immersive, provocative and comic experience of the dark 
side of human nature filtered through the poetry of Piers 
Plowman.

Written by Francesca Millican-Slater with Nick Field
Additional material by Ross Sutherland
Performed by the company with the Society of Strange & Ancient 
Instruments
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The Ploughing of the Half-Acre

'Be seynt Petur of Rome!
Ich have an half-aker to erye by the heye way.'

Will’s quest to find Truth had stalled, until a chance meeting 
with Piers the Plowman put him on the right track. But 
could Piers recruit enough workers to plough his half-acre 
of land before Hunger struck? Audiences returned to the 
soil in this dream-within-a-dream about labour, food and 
hunger. Award-winning young theatre company breach 
combined a dramatic retelling from Piers Plowman with 
original film tracing the journey of modern food from field 
to fork.

Written by Breach Theatre (Billy Barrett & Ellice Stevens)
Additional material by Sophie Steer
Video by Dorothy Allen-Pickard, Assistant Camera Jak Payne
Performed by Robin Berry, Michael Oku, Sophie Steer & Ellice 
Stevens
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The Tower of Truth

' Wollewaerd and watschoed wente Y forth aftur
As a recheles renk...'

Audiences found Will, destitute and seeking redemption, 
sheltering in an empty hall. Would he ever find Truth 
or the answers he was seeking? As the outside world 
threatened to break in, he fell again into a dream, the 
angry shouts of protestors combining with nightmarish 
visions of the underworld. Audiences discovered the Truth 
— or something like it — in this powerful (and sometimes 
comic) crescendo of Will’s journey, staged in a medieval 
hall in Ledbury and a dark basement in London.

Written by Tom Chivers with Steve Ely
Additional material by Ross Sutherland
Performed by the company with the Society of Strange & Ancient 
Instruments
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"Loved every minute" "Marvellous performance"

"A-MAZ-ING"

"Marathon five performances of Fair Field were joyful, tense, 
hilarious, uncomfortable. What a dream."

"From the magic on the Friday night on the Malverns to 
the hilarious portrayal of the Vices... a production that 
really worked, marrying medieval and modern worlds"

"I spent 24 hours in the company of Fair Field in 
Malverne hilles and it was pretty awesome!"

"Loved every minute" "Marvellous performance"

"Gorgeous blend of landscape, art and 
performance"

"Glorious.. mining a rich seam of nature and 
words old and new"

"Haunting and true" "Hilarious, scary"

"To follow Fair Field up the Malvern 
Hills was cleansing stuff"

"What an imaginative and 
contemporary performance. I can't 

stop thinking about it!"

"An amazing, often extraordinary journey"

"Brilliant" "Exceptional"

"Loved Fair Field last night. Will's vision & medieval social satire 
cutting through the Friday night fairground of Shoreditch."

"Phenomenally creative and intelligent experience"

"So brilliantly scripted and captivating."

"Superb: funny, timely, and clever"

"I really enjoyed the evening, particularly the wonderful sound of 
the three singers and the bells as they appeared walking down the 

hill out of the mist."

"Fantastic. Really engaging and clever."

"A brilliant feminist revitalization"

"I got choked up at the Hunger prophecy. Stunning."

"A brilliant and brave idea. You've managed to put Piers Plowman 
on the map."

"Easily one of the best theatrical experiences I've ever had."

"Effing brilliant. Shoreditch alive!"

"Awe-some telling of Piers Plowman."

Selected audience reaction
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Film
The entire cycle of performances was professionally 
filmed and will be released online.

The groundbreaking performances of Fair Field in Ledbury, 
London and the Malvern Hills were documented by a film 
crew of four, led by award-winning filmmaker and digital 
artist Mark Morreau.

A 20-minute highlights package will be released in June 
2018 and made available to the public for free through 
YouTube and Vimeo.

The entire, 5-hour cycle will be released in June 2018, and 
it is hoped will become an important resource for students 
and academics working on Piers Plowman, medieval poetry 
and drama, medievalism and performance studies.
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Exhibition
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Medieval and modern poetry collided in a new 
exhibition at The National Poetry Library.

A two-month free exhibition at the National Poetry Library 
enabled visitors to explore Piers Plowman through items 
and artefacts that bring the medieval world to life, alongside 
a curated display from the Library’s collection – from 
Patience Agbabi to Seamus Heaney – that demonstrated 
the enduring influence of the medieval mind on poetry.

The centrepiece of the exhibition was a rare, exquisite 
manuscript of Piers Plowman (SLV.17) dating to c.1400, 
loaned courtesy of Senate House Library, University of 
London.

Visitors could view this original manuscript up close 
alongside selected editions of the poem in Middle English 
and translation, and listen to audio recordings by medieval 
poetry expert Dr Lawrence Warner.
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Alongside this medieval treasure were two new commissions 
by contemporary artists in response to the poem.

Larry Achiampong’s powerful video installation ‘Sunday 
Best (Reprise)’ (top-right) evoked the intimacy and 
intensity of devotional prayer, whilst Nicola Jedrzejczak’s 
stunning panorama of Langland’s ‘Fair Feeld Ful of Folk’ 
(bottom-right) captured the feel of Langland's bustling 
medieval world through intricate paper sculpture.

Selected visitor reaction

"What a treat: loved the reading, and singing. Beautiful paper 
sculpture. I learnt lots, and look forward to reading Piers 
Plowman"

"An inspiring and well considered exhibition - needs a wide 
audience"

"Lovely to hear the Middle English spoken. The 'Fair Feeld Ful of 
Folk' is astonishingly beautiful"

"Wonderful exhibition - good to see Piers the worker recognised!"

"Lovely selection of medieval-mdoern poetry to browse"

"Fantastic!" "Very artistic and beautiful" "A great day out"
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Podcasts
Enter the poetic dreamworld of Piers Plowman in an 
original podcast series.

In three original, fifteen-minute podcasts commissioned 
by Fair Field, Langland’s hallucinatory dreamscape was 
conjured through voices, texts and sounds, revealing a 
society of inequality, political corruption and spiritual 
crisis that is uncannily like our own. Featuring Beck Baker 
(Malvern Hills Trust), Jules Evans (Centre for the History 
of Emotions), poet Sophie Fenella, The Society of Strange 
& Ancient Instruments, Dr Lawrence Warner (King's 
College London) and more. Produced by Natalie Steed. 
Published by The Guardian.

Listen now
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Media coverage
'Some people love a challenge. One such is Tom Chivers. The 
director of the poetry publisher and spoken-word promoter 
Penned in the Margins has spent four years thinking about how 
to popularise a 14th-century poem that is, as he rightly says, so 
“incalculably complex” that it bamboozles many Middle-English 
specialists, let alone ordinary poetry fans such as me. [...] Here's 
an ancient poem that captures the timeless tensions and delights of 
living on these unruly, contrary, sceptical isles - yet hardly anybody 
knows about. I just wish that, as well as the poem, the wise and 
honest figure of Piers himself could be resuscitated to guide us 
through our present perils.'

'The medieval poem that captures what it means to be British'
Richard Morrison, the sunday times

'It has been something of a surprise to see the summer of 2017 taken 
over by a kind of Piers Plowman franchise, created and curated by 
the literary arts company Penned in the Margins. [...] It is a rare 
thing to have podcasts, articles, interviews, newly commissioned 
poetry and artwork, Twitter feeds, site-specific performances and 
exhibitions all dedicated to one medieval poem.'

'Piers Plowman in the twenty-first century'
Hetta Howes, tls
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BBC Radio 3, The Verb: Confessions
Dr Lawrence Warner discussed the theme of 'confession' 
in relation to medieval society and theology and Francesca 
Millican-Slater performed her Fair Field poem 'Pride'.

BBC Radio 4, Front Row
9-minute feature on Radio 4's flagship arts programme including 
interviews with producer/co-director Tom Chivers, actors and 
writers, and recordings from rehearsals featuring The Society of 
Strange & Ancient Instruments

'"The truth is, there's no one like Langland. He’s a one-off. You 
know, when I was in the Malvern Hills last autumn, the poet Steve 
Ely told me he had spotted lots of magic mushrooms growing wild. 
That explains a lot about Piers Plowman."'

'Piers Plowman's Post-Capitalist Poetry'
Eleanor Turney interview with Tom Chivers, little atoms

'With its blend of vaudeville and moral messages, Fair Field makes 
a strong case for the relevance of a 600-year-old poem today. [...] 
This ambitious production draws striking parallels across the 
centuries.'

Fair Field review at Shoreditch Town Hall, London – ‘an 
ambitious reworking’
Dave Hollander, the stage

'Spectacular costumes, ancient folk songs, medieval line-dancing, 
placard-waving protesters, the Seven Deadly Sins (all of them), 
cow-calls, a mushroom cake, and a sprinkling of Middle English.'

Q&A: Tom Chivers Brings Medieval Poetry to Life in Shoreditch 
run riot

'"I've always been interested," [Chivers] says, "in what happens 
when you put poetry in direct dialogue with its surroundings. Very 
often something surprising happens. Poetry is a living artform, but 
it's also one that flourishes in unexpected places — outdoors, on 
stage, in collaboration with music or digital arts..."'

'Better than Chaucer'
Eleanor Turney interview with Tom Chivers, poetry news 
(official newsletter of the poetry society)



Poet in residence
'The hill – where you walk – is the reason you woke up 
 in this journey, this journey is the reason
you must continue down the path, following the cattle  
 call until you find the Prime Minister,
dressed as a cat, sniffing lines of coke with the money  
 you thought you’d lost.'
   sophie fenella

Sophie Fenella was selected as Fair Field poet in residence 
from an open call for emerging writers, in association with 
The Poetry School. Sophie documented the rehearsal and 
development process and attended the live performances 
in Ledbury and London. As a result she produced a body 
work responding directly to the project and to the themes 
of Piers Plowman including poetry, photographs, blog 
posts and Twitter mini-poems.
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Piers in Schools
Nick Field and Francesca Millican-Slater introduced 
medieval poetry to 93 students at primary and 
secondary schools in Herefordshire, Worcestershire 
and Southwark (including trips to the exhibition).

"Francesca was absolutely fantastic with the children! She met the 
needs of all the children in the group and all children could access 
the session well. The children were enthusiastic throughout and 
they have loved having Francesca in the classroom." teacher

"I have been medievalling with my Year 7s - they loved it." teacher

"The National Poetry Library values the imagination and daring 
with which the Fair Field project has allowed us to open out an 
overlooked genre of poetry to students. Our collections show dozens 
of ways in which the medieval has continued to trigger responses in 
modern poets but we've never had the opportunity to foreground 
this in our education work. It has been extremely rewarding to 
workshop this with students, engaging them in discussions around 
form (such as alliterative verse), connections with the current 'state 
of the nation', and to invite them to make new creative work of 
their own. This radical project has taken these often concealed 
ideas and scattered them afresh for students to rethink and make 
them their own."
chris mccabe, poetry librarian, national poetry library
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Online course
16 writing students learned to write like a medieval poet.

Poet and Fair Field producer Tom Chivers guided 16 
creative writing students on a journey into the earliest 
poetry in English through an online course with The Poetry 
School. The students explored Beowulf, Chaucer, Gawain, 
Pearl and Piers Plowman, as well as modern adaptations 
by Seamus Heaney, Simon Armitage, Patience Agbabi and 
Barry MacSweeney. As well as ‘straight’ translation, they 
drew on the experimental techniques of Caroline Bergvall, 
Steve Ely and Paul Kingsnorth, using invented dialect, 
cod language, collage and corrupt spelling to capture the 
strange, mesmerising slippage between the medieval world 
and our own. Over 50 original poems were produced.

Read 'In which Piers the Plowman appears to the Dreamer' 
by Judith Rawnsley
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Online Resources
Articles, blogs and educational worksheets to inform, 
inspire and entertain new readers.

As part of the project's mission to promote appreciation 
of Piers Plowman and poetry to a wider audience, the 
Fair Field website published an introductory essay by Dr 
Lawrence Warner (KCL), alongside downloadable teaching 
resources for students at key stages 2, 3 and 4. The website 
also encouraged visitors to think differently about poetry 
and the medieval world through 25 articles, interviews and 
irreverent blog posts, for example:

'What’s the point of learning? Piers Plowman and education 
today'
'Englishness, Holy Church and the Harrowing of Hell – 
Re-writing Piers Plowman for the stage'
'All the placenames in Piers Plowman mapped for the first 
time'
'Medieval menswear is having a fashion moment. No, 
really.'



For further information please contact Tom Chivers on
info@pennedinthemargins.co.uk
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